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Students maysuffer
from faulty X-ray

by teachers
BY MEG McCONAHEY

BY MARY KIRWAN

Daily S u i t W rttar

Special to the Dally

President Warren Baker said
Tuesday he “ generally” supports
the Academic Senate recom
mendations against increases in
general education units. Baker said
he intends to transfer those
recommendations to the Chan
cellor by Nov. 15.
The Academic Seante made the
recommendations Oct. 30 in
response to a final report issued last
April by the California State
University and Colleges Task Force
on General Education. Senate
members disagreed with some of
the report’s major proposals,
including a proposed increase in the
number of general education and
breadth (GE-B) units required.
Baker said he is uncertain an
increase in GE-B would mean a
better education for students.
" I ’m concerned with the quality
of general education. The number
of units in a curriculum doesn’t
necessarily mean a higher quality
curriculum,” he said.
The number of GE-B units
should reflect the educational goals
each university is trying to achieve,
Baker explained.
He said Cal Poly is different
from other universities because of
its emphasis on technical skills.
Students may suffer if breadth is
substituted for depth, he explained.
However, he said he did not totally
rule out an increase in GE-B.
"I want a great deal of emphasis
placed on GE at this school—
whether or not that means more
units is too premature at this stage
to judge,” Baker said.
Baker stressed that faculty in
volvement is the key to success in
improving general education.
“ The faculty has to be convinced
that an increase in GE unit load
would improve education. It won’t
work without their support,
because they are the architects of
education,” he said.
Baker also said he agreed with
the Academic Senate that in
dividual CSUC campuses within
Cal Poly should be given a certain
amount of autonomy in deciding
general education requirements.
The strength of a system is in its
diversity.
Baker
said.
He
acknowledged that there is a great
deal of "virtue” in discussing some
of the universal objectives of
education.
Vice President for Academic
Affairs Hazel Jones agreed with
Baker and the Academic Senate
that the quality of the general
education curriculum should be
looked at more closely.
i
“ The idea of GE is to have some
common body of knowledge, but
right now the curriculum is
f r a g m e n t ed — t her e is
no
coherence,” she said.
Jones, who will discuss the
general education proposals of the
Task Force and Academic Senate
with Baker before he sends his final
recommendations to the chan
cellor, said she wants a certain
amount of autonomy for in
dividual campuses in deciding GE
requirements.
Both Baker and Jones said they
do not expect the Board of Trustees
to make a final decision on the
Task Force report until late next
spring.

Cal Poly students using Health
Center facilities may be receiving
excessive doses of radiation due to
a faulty X-ray machine.
So says Alex Taylor, campus
radiation safety specialist. The Xray machines on campus are
routinely inspected by Taylor every
six months and by the state every
five years.
In the most recent inspection
Taylor discovered one of the
machines was emitting what he said
was excessive radiation while in
use.
A collimator—the plate which
restricts X-ray beams and coincides
the adjustable light beam with the
film on the other side of the
p atien t—is
not
functioning
correctly, Taylor said.
“ I’ve discovered a disparity
showing the light field is larger than
the X-ray field . . . This means
you’ve got all this excess X-ray that
has no diagnostic value because it is
not hitting the film, so it’s wasted
and it goes to the patient,” said
Taylor.
Taylor said this radiation leak
could be harmful.

Health Center technician Gail Carey maneuvers an X-ray
machine over patient Marissa Zambo.

“ It’s radiation, whether you get
it from a power plant or an X-ray
machine. It could appear 40 years
later in a form of cancer in some

people.”
The radiaiton specialist said
escaped radiation from X-ray
machines is common in many
hospitals and clinics.
“ This type of infraction exists
everywhere . . . It occurs at every
hospital in the state and it occurs
all the time. It’s not a bad in
fraction.”
There are no statistics on deaths
and injuries resulting from nuclear
power plants because in the short
time they have been in existence
there have been none, said Taylor.
But statistical studies on medical
X-rays, in use since the 1940s, have
revealed “ that the cancer rate can
be pinpointed to its excessive use,”
Taylor said.
He said modern medicine utilizes
too many X-rays. This is done, he
said, because of competition
between both doctors and
hospitals. X-rays are fast,
economical and an accurate
diagnostic tool.
“ There is not a doctor who
wouldn't diagnose athlete’s foot
without taking an X-ray.”
Taylor said human arms and legs
can withstand the most radiation
while the reproductive system can
take the least. Determining exactly
how much radiation each part of
(he body can safely take is still
under study.

State restores faculty positions to CSUC
BY ANDREW JOWF.RS
Oatty SUM WrtUc

The state Legislature has
allocated the California State
University and Colleges $2 million
to fill some faculty positions
previously cut from the 1979-80
budget.
The legislative intent of bill AB
1173, introduced by Assemblyman
John Vasconcellos (D-Santa Clara
County) and later amended in
conference committee, is to offset
some of the negative effects on the
quality of instruction caused by a
loss of 192.5 faculty positions
systemwide, according to a report
by CSUC Executive Vice Chan
cellor Harry Harmon.
The lost positions resulted from
declining enrollments as well as
from reductions in the 1979-80
budget stemming from Proposition
13.
The allocation allows for 107.5
annulized
faculty
positions
throughout the CSUC. Annulized
refers to one full-time position held
for three separate quarters—it may
be divided up into a number of
temporary or part-time positions.
The first phase of the allocation
has been completed. Fifty positions
were divided among the 19 CSUC
campuses in proportiorf to the loss
incurred when the positions were
abolished.
i
Cal Poly lost 15.5 positions and
is regaining 4 .1, to be distributed as
follows:
—2.5 positions to the School of
Engineering and Technology.
—0.55 to the School of Science
and Mathematics.
—.42 to the School of Ar

chitecture and Environmental
Design.
0.37 to the School of Com
municative Arts and Humanities.
—0.26 to the Social Sciences
Division.
The distribution was made by
Hazel Jones, vice president of
academic affairs, based on the need
of each school and on consultation

with various deans.
The 57.7 faculty positions not yet
divided among the state universities
will be allocated on the basis of an
evaluation of individual campus
requests submitted Nov. I to the
Chancellor of the CSUC. The
criteria used will include an
assessment of the effect on em
ployment of minorities and women

caused by the initial cutback, and
also on curricular imperatives. This
means that campuses that had to
layoff minorities or women, and
those with growing departments
and impacted or backlogged
programs, will get priority treat
ment.

Sm Faculty, paga 8

With off and on cloud bursts over Cal Poly Wednesday, one student doesn’t seem to
mind the rain while eating an Ice cream cone in the U.U. plaza.
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Cutting the fat
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After looking at Tuesday’s election results, it’s easy to see
voters are no longer willing to empty their pockets into govern
ment coffers.
Voters OK’d all the statewide propositions on the ballot, in
cluding Proposition 4—an initiaive sponsored by Paul Gann of
Proposition 13 fame—which puts a ceiling on government
spending.
Proposition 4 will limit annual increases in state and local
spending to the percentage rise in the cost of living, plus
population growth. State surpluses must be returned to taxpayers
every two years.
Obviously in these inflationary times, consumers are tired of
cutting their own household budgets to fatten the wallet of
government. They want to limit Sacramento spending by putting
the pinch on politicians. The public is putting a halt on blank
check spending.
The passage o f Proposition 4 is not the only place taxpayers
cinched up the government’s belt in the Tuesday election. In San
Luis Obispo County, two measures meant to expand programs by
increasing spending were defeated.
A proposed $3-per-household tax to support the county’s
libraries was rejected by SLO voters by 62 percent. And another
measure to increase the salaries o f San Luis Obispo City Council
members and the mayor was also dumped, by a 57-percent
margin.

Voters seem to be unconcerned with the number of programs
which will be cut by their thriftiness. They are simply tired of
dishing out dollars to a greedy government. In essence, they want
a hand in the fiscal policy-making.
And there is no evidence that the trend is waning.
At a victory party Tuesday night celebrating the passage of
Proposition 4 Paul Gann promised to take his fat fighting policies
to Washington.
“ There’s a westwind blowing out of California and, best we can
tell, it’s heading for Washington, D.C.,” said Gann.
He said his goal is to put a ceiling on the national debt.
Whether or not the spe'ndfng limits set by voters Tuesday will be
successful without seriously injuring present government
programs remains to be seen. No matter what the outcome,
taxpayers will be assured of a better chance of keeping a little cash
in their pockets. And with inflation decreasing the value of the
dollar everyday, who can blame them for wanting it.

Letters
G ra d e inflation
Editor:
In reference to Forms may reflect lenient
grading, Wednesday, October 31, 1979.
In his syllabus. Evaluating the Credibility
o f Evidence and Interpretation in the
Behavioral Sciences, written fo r students,
Dr. Christopher E. Parker, Psychology
Dept. Head, San Diego Slate University, San
Diego, 92182, warns,
A correlation exists when two variables vary
together, but when neither was directly
manipulated by the observer. Usually, the
two events simply occur and are observed to
be associated. When two events are
associated in this way, one might be the
cause o f the other or vice versa. It is also
possible that a third factor causes
simultaneous changes in the other two. The
mere correlation itself is insufficient in
formation to allow making any one o f these
inferences as all three are logically possible.
This viewpoint is supported by the pure
definitions of the terms. Websters Third
New International Dictionary defines
correlation as, "the relation o f phenomena
as invariable accompaniments o f each other
whether causally connected or not. ” This
same source defines cause to be, "a person,
thing, fact or condition that brings about an
effect or that produces or calls forth a
resultant action or state. ”
, That a doctor of political science made
such statements as are in your article sur
prises me. That an entire committee studying
grade inflation believes as he does is an
abomination.
Let us now approach the survey. Does this

indicate that 70 percent of the 38 surveyed
admitted bending to student pressure in their
assignment of final grades? I think not. At
the very best this was only a survey of 38
opinions, based on bias and conjecture.
1 have often wondered if the emphasis on
technology at Poly has an adverse effect on
other programs. As much as I would like to
state the correlation between Dr. George's
statements and the student evaluations he
receives are cause and effect related. I will
not.
■
* _■
It would be prudent in my estimation for
Dr. George and the Committee on Grade
Inflation to study how to conduct a
meaningful study before making their ar
bitrary recommendations demonstrating for
the world their ineptitude.
John Morelli

Skin diving
Editor:
In the October 25, 1979 issue of the
Mustang Daily there was an article about
children's skin-diving classes. This skindiving program is part of the San Luis
Obispo County YMCA fall quarter
program. The Y has many programs and a
small core staff, so that the skills of many
different instructors—such as Les Hutton—
are used for our various programs
The article ws well-written and in
formative... but the relationship between the
YMCA and its part-time instructors was
omitted. Thanks again for a fine article and
a great daily.
Carl Ritz, Executive Director
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Report due
by athletic
task force

Author explains
Rasputin truths
BY LESA PORCHE
Dally Stall Writar

Rasputin—historically re
garded as being the spark of
the Russian Revolution and
as being a devil and a
debaucher of women—has
been a victim of bad press.
So says Pattc Barnham,
who wrote a book about
Rasputin with the help of the
revolutionary’s daughter
Maria. She Says* this book
reveals the truth about
Rasputin. It is entitled
“ Rasputin: The Man Behind
the Myth” and was published
by Prentice Hall in 1977.
Barnham, speaking at the
library-sponsored program
“ Books at High Noon" said
that Rasputin was the most
interesting man she had every
known. She said she lived
intimately with his shadow
th ro u i'h
know ing
his
daughter Maria.
Rasputin was a peasant
living in Russia in the early
1900s. In his twenties he
gained a reputation as a

clairvoyant' and a psychic
healer.
He made enemies with the
Russian peasants because
they thought he was helping
the nobility and the nobles
wanted to kill him because
they thought he was in
fluencing the peasants.
Barnham said Rasputin
was a “ man in the middle of
a muddle.”
Barnham said she brought
the ghost of Maria with her.
The “ ghost” died in 1978. In
the interview, Maria spoke of
her childhood in Russia and
of the shock she and her
sister suffered the day they
discovered their father had
been murdered at the age of
44.
“ History
is
turning
around, and 1 am proud to be
involved in telling the truth
about R asputin,” said
B arn h am . “ S om etim es
history is written by the
victor and sometimes by the
victim. In Rasputin’s case, he
was the victim.”

BY BOB BERG ER

•tang Dally— S

Author Patte Barnham recently spoke to a group on campus about her
book which reveals the truths about Rasputin, a historical Russian figure.

Student Bike Patrol watches out for the careless
Bikers beware: There’s a and a car, you are going to
lot of danger out there.
lose,” she warned.
Poly student Debbi Mikas
She said it pays to buy an
spends up to 15 hours each inexpensive reflector kit for
week spreading that message riding in the dark.
to cyclists on campus. She is
California law requires
one of three members of the bike reflectors for night
University Student Bike riding. Vehicle code section
Patrol.
21201 states pedal reflectors,
Mikas said she loves her a rear reflector, front and
part-time job because she rear side reflectors, a
helps heighten “ bicycle headlight and a front
awareness.” She said when reflector are necessary.
she occasionally stops people
Bike Patrol Sergeant Steve
breaking traffic rules, their Schroeder said evening riders
response is usually positive, without reflectors are being
and she ends up explaining a stopped and cited in an effort
lot of safety rules.
to stop accidents.
Mikas said cars are bikers’
Campus and city police are
number one threat.
also cracking down on
"When it comes to you bicyclists breaking traffic

Cal Poly minorities form
advisory committee
BY JILL HENDRICKSON
.

.

Dally Stall Writer

The Cal Poly Affirmative
Action Compliance Com
mittee may soon be replaced
by a more powerful advisory
body.
U n lik e the ex isting
committee. President Warren
Baker's proposal of an Equal
O p p o rtu n ity
A dvisory
Council would cover student
as well as employee af
firmative action.
The new council would
enjoy greater access to
President Baker, since its
elected chairperson would
serve as a member of the
President’s Council.
“ The Kennedy era” is
coming to an end, said
Armando Pezo-Silva, acting
director of the campus Equal
Opportunity Program. “ For
all practical purposes the
Affirmative Action Com
mittee was a rubber stamp.
He (Kennedy) paid a lot of
lip service, but not much was
really done.”
The committee only met
three times in the past year,
Pezo-Silva said, and it was
not always consulted about
campus ' affirmative action
issues.
The Chicano Coordinating
Committee and the Con
cerned Black Community
approached Baker when he

came to Cal Poly and asked
him to either dissolve the
Affirmative Action Com
pliance Committee or give it
more teeth, Pezo-Silva said.
Baker has since decided to
replace it with the broaderbased Equal Opportunity
Advisory Council.

rules, said Schroeder.
- Mikas said many students
seem unaware that driving
rules for cars apply to
bicyclists too. She said
tickets given cyclists are
recorded on their permanent
driving records.
Sergeant Schroeder said
although the Bike Patrol’s
main concern is safety, the
program is modeled after UC
campus patrols fbrmed to
prevent bicycle thefts.
Schroeder said because so
many people own 10 speed
bikes, thieves do not have as
much market for their wares.
But Mikas said bicycle
thefts are still common
occurences. She said bikes
parked in remote racks and
those left unlocked are prime
targets.
Mikas said she is amazed
at how many bikes she finds
unlocked in the racks.
Students will leave their bikes
unprotected for the few
minutes it takes to run in and

out of buildings.
“ Those two minutes can
cost you about $200 if you
have a nice bike—and it takes
about 30 seconds to lock
your bike,” she said.
W hen M ik a s fin d s
neglected bikes, she tags
them with colored cards
explaining
infractions.
Although bike patrollers
have no citation power, she
said most students respond to
tags by adding necessary
equipment or registering
their bikes.
Mikas said she also tags
bikes locked to stairways,
ramps and trees. She said she
often adds personal notes
explaining that access for
handicapped students is
blocked by bicycles locked to
ramps.
When she finds bikes
blocking traffic, Mikas said
she calls Campus Security.
Officers “ tow” the bikes and
impound them at Campus
Security—behind the Fire

Station.
She also calls Campus
Security when she finds
motorcycles parked in the
racks. She said cycles often
get tickets as a result.
Small motorcycles are
distinguished from mopeds
by their pedals, said Mikas.
If the pdeals are moveable,
the vehicles are mopeds and
will not be ticketed.
If a bike is stolen, Sgt.
S c h ro e d e r
s a id ,
its
registration serial number
which is listed on a statewide
com puter system could
return it to its owner. But
Schroder said students who
do not register those serial
numbers have almost no
hope of recovering their
property.
Campu? residents can
register bicydps at Campus
Security. Other cyclists
should register with thq city
police departm ent, said
Schroeder.

By Mark Lawler
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Members of the existing
committee are appointed by
schools. But members of the
proposed council would be
nominated by the vice
president of Academic
Affairs, the executive vice
president, the dean of
students, the Associated
Students Inc. president and
the chairperson of the
Academic Senate. Baker has
specified that nominations
shall include women and
minorities.
“ They’ll no longer send
somebody who has nothing
better to do than sit on a
committee,” said Pezo-Silva.
The proposed council
would convene monthly and
meet with Baker three times a
year, said' Larry Voss,
executive assistant to the
president.
•
The Academic Senate,
Academic Council, Ad
m in is tra tiv e
C o u n c il,
Student Affairs and the.ASI
will be reviewing Baker's
proposal until Nov. 15.

'
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By November 15 one
campus committee will give '
its recommendations on the
role of athletics at Cal Poly.
The task force—formed by
acting President Dale An
drews—will take a look at
the athletics program and
where it is heading. In ac
tuality, the task force is
taking a realistic look at the
future of athletics at Cal
Poly.
Spurred by campus and
community concerns, the
committee will be looking
closely at:
—Sources of support
a v a ila b le ' fo r a th le tic
programs
—Resources needed to
support various levels of
competition (Division I or
Division II)
—Title IX requirements
for equity in men’s and
women’s athletic programs
—The relationship of
institutional support 1for
athletic programs by physical
education and other in
structional programs.
The task force is composed
of ten professors and ad
m in is tra to rs an d tw o
students. Among the people
-on the committee are
Howard West (Chairman),
ac tin g ex ecu tiv e vice
president; Malcom Wilson,
associate dean o f Un
dergraduate and Graduate
Studies;
Sam
Spoden,
program counselor; Jim
Railey, head of the physical
e d u c a tio n d e p a rtm e n t;
Evelyn Pellaton, associate
director of athletics; Vic
B u cco la,
d ire c to r
of
athletics; Linda Atwood,
associate professor of
chemistry; John Kane,
professor of mechanical
engineering; Diane Wilson,
business
adm inistration
senior; Brian Jarvis, physical
education senior; Tom
Dunigan, director of In
stitutional Research; and
Dave C iano, Tital IX
coordinator.__
According to Brian Jarvis,
the committee met twice in
the summer and has been
meeting every Wednesday
since the beginning of the fall
quarter. The meetings have
been held in secret.
Jarvis said he does not
foresee any major cutbacks.
The committee will come
out of the closet with its
recommendations by Nov. 15
in a public meeting to be
announced.

History today
m

(AP) - Today is Thursday,
Nov. 8, the 312th day of
1979. There are 53 days left
in the year.
T oday’s highlight in
history:
On this date in 1950, the
first jet battle occurred, as
American fighters were
attacked by North Korean
MiGs in the Korean War.
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An article in Wednesday’s
M ustang' Daily on the
Distinguished
Teaching
Award said ballots could be
deposited at a box in the
Academic Office.
The
library, not the Academic
Office is the drop-off spot,
as well as the Mustang Daily
and the U.U. information
desk.
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Wine tour a tasty drive

wines of the Pensenti label, room which offers a limited
such as Burgundy. Vin Rose selection. These wines in
Sap Luis Obispo County Sec. Chablis, Sauterne and clude white, red, vin rose and
has many wineries located in Zinfandel. They have a good muscat in wines that range
atractive rural settings which selection of dessert wines, from dry to sweet.
The winery has prestige
offer quality wines at such as tokay or sherry. A
reasonable prices. Driving to nice surprise is Pesenti’s fruit and gets a lot of traffic from
these wineries is not only a and berry wines. These wines wine tasters, according to
good way to sample the include apple, ap ricot, Mrs. Martens.
c h e rry ,
“ It is a very well-known
products, but provides an s t r a w b e r r y ,
enjoyable afternoon outing. - loganberry and many others. winery that is in all of the
Following Highway 101 Another surprise on the guidebooks,” she said.
The winery is in Templeton
north from San Luis Obispo, Pesenti wine list is their stock
st<wn the first winery encountered of spiced wine, bittady and on Vineyard Road, down the
road from Pesenti. It is open
is Pesenii Winery in Tem ghtpe juice..
Pesenti has wine*R|f other daily from 8- a.m. until 5
pleton. It can be reached by
going three miles west of labels, such a c S f# M a rtin , p.m. The winery does not
Highway 101 and* turning for pale in theit^lsfing room. offer tours at any time.
Thia jjs -a ‘‘convenience
The next winery is in Paso
onto Vineyard Drive.
The Pesenti Winery does thing’^accjwding to Nereli, Robles. Hoffman Mountain
not offer guided tours at this who satfbubese wines from Ranch Vineyards can be
time of year, according to other makers are those that reached by traveling west on
employee A1 Nereli, because Pesenti didn’t make but likes Highway 101 and taking the
the crushing season ended to keep in stock for Bakersfield-Fresno exit to 24
'"liv;1
Street.
about 3 weeks ago. However, customers.
,,
... ..
The cost of Pesenti wine
On 24 Street is the HMR
the winery does allow what
Mustang Dally— Jutts A r d w
Nereli called “ self-conducted varies from $1.70 to $3.25 a tasting room. The room itself
bottle. Pesenti is open daily is cozy and conducive to wine
Poly studerrt Rick Sample shows his identification to May belle Pence at tours.”
HMR offers
Pesenti has a tasting room from Monday through drinking.
Lost and Found before claiming his jacket.
in which visitors may sample Friday from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. cheese, bread and walnuts
and Sunday from 10 a.m. to for patrons to eat between
6 p.m.
sips of wine. The room is
The next winery in the area bordered by assorted gift
in Las Tablas, formerly items related to wine, in
BY DEBBIE WARREN
In addition, Hirschfield said.
an array of entertainment
The center also raises known as the Rotta Winery. cluding sherry and wine
Dally STulf Writer
ranging from folk and said, it promotes “ women
This is a family owned and glasses, wine racks and tour
“ I feel that something Tahitian dancers to jazz and artisans, to give them a funds by holding workshops operated winery, according books.
special is happening here. c o u n try m usic. Local chance to show and en in areas ranging from to Della Mertens. Della and
HMR offers two kinds of
I’ve, felt it all day,” the singer craftswomen displayed and tertain, and whatever it is exercise to an upcoming one her husband John bought the Chenjn Blanc—one is drier
on.auto
repair.
told the crowd. Lisa Monet sold their art work from a they do.”
The Women’s Resource winery in 1976. They than the other. The winery
The Women’s Resource
was speaking to the people number of rented booths
Center
is located on Higuera produce 20,000 to 30,000 has Rieslings, Zinfandel,
Center uses the profits from
who had gathered aroung the around the mission.
gallons of wine per year. The P in o t N o ir, Cabernet
According to coordinator events not only to pay for Street upstairs from The Toy winery has a small tasting
San Luis Obispo Mission
Center.
Sm Wine, pages
steps to see the closing act of Nandy H irschfield, the such necessities as rent and
phone
service,
but
also
to
run
purpose
of
A
Day
With
A Day With Creative
Creative Women was two a lending library, providi
Women.
job and housing board,
The event, which was fold.
It is the “ major fundraiser offer a referral service*
rained out after two hours on
fDIGIAMPIETRO
dation winery in the world. The winery was
Saturday and continued on for the year so we can help others “ get in toi
Dally Staff Wittar
founded and is still run by brothers of the
Sunday, was sponsored by provide free services for with someone who is synP
iy be a “ dry” campus, but it Catholic Church. Thus the name Christian
the Cal Poly Women’s women in the community,” pathetic to women—lawyers, . jo —
ine-tasting class.
Brothers originated.
for instance.” Hirschfield *
w,
Resource Center. It featured said Hirchfield.
nee 341 course, “ Wine and
Beaulieu Vineyards was the final stop of
Poods,” is taught by Dr. Ray the first day for the group. This winery is
owned by Hueblein Corporation and is
T1m lecture series course deals mainly with known in California for its excellent wines.
facts on making wine, champagne, beer and Students were given an informative tour of
some fermented foods such as sauerkraut the grounds, as well as generous tasting
and pickles.
specimens to all who wanted.
The class recently went on a voluntary
The students were responsible for their
field trip to Napa Valley, which is known as own lodging for the night. Many enjoyed the
a wine-producing region.
San Francisco night life as recreation for the
Class members met Dr. Steele in St. trip.
• . 1• ____ ’
•
• fv r
Helena on a Thursday morning. The first
The following day the class met in Menlo
tour that day was of the Hans Kornell Park at the Heublein plant. Heublein distills
Vintners. Hans Kornell has won five gold and bottles such hard liquor spirits as Black
medals for champagne. The Kornell Vinters Velvet, Yukon Jack and Smirnoff. No
W EEK S A T C A L PO LY
make their product in the “ traditional tasting was allowed there. A Cal Poly
French method” requiring 120 single-hand graduate working at the plant took the class
operations per bottle.
on a tour of the grounds and gave a detailed
The class visited the Christian Brothers talk.
N ov. 13-16 for D e ce m b e r and M a rch gra d u a te s
*__ ..
Winery, also in St. Helena. Christian
From there the class separated again and
Ja n . 21-25 for M a rch , J u n e and A u g u s t gra dua te s
Brothers has the largest grey-stone foun headed back down to San Luis Obispo.
BY DEBORAH TUCKER
Dally M alt Wittar

Crafts and music all in a women’s day

ipe tasting class offered

HEW LETT
PACKARD

hp

The hp recruiting team will be on campus fall and winter quarters.
Take advantage of this opportunity to discuss with Cal Poly alumni
working at hp openings (from R&D to sales engineering) in a broad
product line embracing computers, instrumentation, components and
software. An hp scientific calculator is the door prize at each of our
open houses, to be heald at 7 pm in the faculty dining room on the
following dates:

N O V 13 for N O V 14 Interview s
N O V 14 for N O V 15 Interview s
O p e n in g s at hp are at a n u m b e r of g e o g ra p h ic
loca tio ns for g ra d u a te s of:
★ C O M P U T E R S C IE N C E
★ E L E C T R O N IC E N G IN E E R IN G
★ E N G IN E E R IN G T E C H N O L O G Y
★ IN D U S T R IA L T E C H N O L O G Y
★ M E C H A N IC A L E N G IN E E R IN G
MAKE ARRANGEM ENTS NOW W ITH T H E PLACEM ENT
O FFIC E FOR AN INTERVIEW
HEW LETT-PACKARD IS AN EQ UAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER, DEDICATED T O AFFIRM ATIVE ACTION

Brown will announce candidacy
WASHINGTON (AP>Edmund Gerald Brown Jr.,
who at 41 is making his
second try for the White
House, rejected political life
as a youth and spent 3 Vi
years studying to be a Roman
Catholic priest.
Now in his second fouryear term as governor of
C alifornia, Brown will
announce his candidacy for
the Democratic presidential
nomination this morning at
the National Press Club here.
Brown, who uses the
nickname Jerry, enters the
race as a more conservative
alternative to President
Carter and Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, D-M ass., on
economic issues.
But Brown also is trying to
attract liberals with his
opposition to nuclear power,
his appointment of women,
blacks and Hispanics to high
state offices, and highly
visible political ties to such
liberal figures as Cesar.
Chavez, Jane Fonda and
Tom Hayden.
Brown describes that
balance as his “ canoe
theory—you paddle a little

on the left, then you paddle a
little on the right and you
keep going right down the
middle.”
Brown won re-election as
governor by a landslide in
1978, breaking all modern
California electoral records,
but that victory is credited
more to inept opposition
than to voter approval of his
canoe-theory politics.
D e s p ite
h is
e a rly
reputation as a liberal in the
mold of his father, former
California Gov. Edmund G.
“ Pat” Brown, the younger
Brown has parted company
with most liberals by en
dorsing a proposed con
stitutional convention to
torite a budget-balancing
amendment to the Con
stitution.
His most dramatic tur
nabout was over California’s
tax-cutting Proposition 13,
which he first opposed and
then embraced as “ the will of
the people” after It was
approved by state voters last
year.
The two issues Brown talks
about most today are fiscal
restraint to end federal

budget deficits and his
opposition to nuclear power.
His favorite audiences are
college students. He tells
campus rallies that the New
D eal
p h ilo s o p h y of
“ th ro w in g
money at
problems” has failed, and
that a new generation of
leadership with a new vision
is needed.
Brown, who has been
campaigning and raising
funds since July, enters the
presidential race a distant
third in the polls, behind
Kennedy and Carter.

WASHINGTON (API Sen. HenryJackson predicts
one o f his Democratic
colleagues—Sen. Edward
K en n ed y —w ill
defeat
President Carter for the
party’s 1980 presidential
nomination.
Jackson said on CBS’
“ Face the Nation” that the
worsening economy will give
Kennedy a boost in the early
primaries next year that
could end in a victory over
Carter.

Family deyelopmeht class project

Student learns to care for egg-ceptional baby
.V

BY VICKI MILLER
Dally tta lf W iNw

%

Lewett Sivard, child development senior, holds the "baby” she is caring for
as part of a family development class. The baby’s name is Eggbert.

Enrollment program
"

" «»*-..V*.

Oaity Staff Witter

Rick Dodd decided that he
wanted to come back to Cal
Poly too late.
Registration was finished
and Dodd had taken two
quarters off, so to take
classes he would have to re
apply to the university. But
Dodd wanted to take classes
that spring quarter.
Luckily, Cal Poly has a
program called Concurrent
Enrollment that helped Rick
with
his
predicament.
C oncurrent
Enrollment
allows people to enroll in Cal
Poly classes without applying
to the university.
Dodd was able to take the
classes that he wanted—for a
$325 fee. The program is set
up much' like a private
university. For each unit that
is taken, a set fee must be
paid.
For fall quarter the fee for
one lecture unit was $25. One
laboratory unit costs $50.
Dodd was able to take any
course which had room
available. To be enrolled in a
class, there must be space
available and a concurrently
enrolled student must have
consent from the instructor
and department head.
Concurrent enrollment is
not intended for the full-time
student seeking a degree.
Dodd, who graduates this
June, registered as a full-time
student the following quarter
after he had concurrently
enrolled.
“ It sure was expensive,”
said Dodd. "I couldn’t
afford to do that often, but
the program helped me out
that one quarter,” he said.
According to Barbara
Hawkins of the Extended
Education office, most of the
people who take advantage
of the program just want to
take a couple of classes.

many kidnap attempts by full time job, said Sivard.
friends who want to see her When she goes out she is
reaction when her child is in required to get an eggsitter
danger.
who must be paid 15 cents an
“ It cracks me up that I get hour.
Sivard said though the —!
upset over a little egg," said
Sivard.
project ends this week, she is
If the egg is broken before beginning to think of Eggbert
the two week project ends, as almost a real child and *
the parent must write a paper feels guilty carrying him in
on child abuse or the cost of her backpack at school.
a baby funeral.
_ “ I keep wondering what’s
Sivard siad the worst going to happen after Friday.
incident was when Eggbert I’m pretty attached to him,
was kidnapped in the said Sivard.
cafeteria and sent into the
She said she may stick
kitchen on the dish conveyor Eggbert in a glass case and
belt. A friend’yelled in to tell keep him in her room.
a kitchen worker to give him
“ I could always just bury
the salt shaker. The worker him ," she said.
Sivard said her and
threw the container which hit
a wall, said Sivard....
Eggbert’s relationship has
Sivard sard she had to have taught her a little about being
someone else open Eggbert’s areal mother.
salt shaker.
Sivard said she felt the
’ “ If it was broken, I didn’t project was valuable to her.
want to be the one to see it
“ If you want to get in
first," she said.
»
volved and take it seriously,
Taking care of Eggbert is a you can," she said.

g d ity t* &
805 / 544-2323
719 Higuera Street
San Luts Ototspo. Ca 93401

* Fishing Tackla
* Live Bail
* Quna 8 Ammo i
* Fly Tying Suppltas

> Back Packing
* Clothing
* Black Powdar Supphaa
* Archary Equipmant

A WARREN MILLER FILM
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can help students
BY SEANNA BROWDER

If you were a new mother,
would you keep your child in
an alumiunum slat shaker?
Lewette Sivard does.
Sivard, a child develop
ment senior, is taking care of
an egg as if it were her own
child to learn about the
responsibility of being a
parent. She and other
students in her family
development course drew
slips of paper to discover the
sex and quantity of their egg
c h ild re n . Som e lucky
students had twins.
“ When I first brought him
home, I was really embarassed,” she said.
Sivard glued a baby face
from a magazine on her new
child and christened him
Eggbert.
Eggbert's bassinet is a salt
shaker stuffed with cotton.
Sivard said other students
made tiny baskets and quilts
for their new children, but
she wanted a container she
could carry into the Stenner
Glen cafeteria with minimal
cm harassment.
“ Almost everyone who
finds out about it tries to pull
some kind of trick," said
Sivard.
She said there have been

v-t

“ It opens the assets of the
university to the rest of the
community," said Hawkins.
“ It is great for the fortyyear-old housewife who,just
wants to see if she can handle
school. We had one man who
was an accountant for San
Luis Obispo County; he just
wanted to take some
refresher business courses.”
Other people, such as
teachers or master's degree
candidates, use the program
to get some units out of the
way, said Hawkins.
The concurrent enrollment
program gives extension
credit for the courses taken.
This credit can be applied
toward a bachelor and
master degree program. But
the maximum extension
credit that can be applied
toward a bachelor degree is
36 quarter units. For a
master's degree the limit is 13
units
Concurrent enrollment can
help with senior projects. A
student can graduate and
then be concurrently enrolled
in senior project, if he has
not completed it. This option
must have the approval of a
student's advisor.
The program is available
th ro u g h o u t
the
sta te
university system. The rules
and regulations are deter
mined by the Chancellor’s
Office.
The fees, however, remain
in the campus at which the
student is concurrently
enrolled. The money is used
by the individual depart
ments giving classes with
c o n c u rre n tly
e n ro lle d '
students.
The program at Cal Poly is
run from the Extended
Education office in. Room
317 of the Administration
building. Dr. Don Morris is
head of the program.
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Electrical Engineering
and
Com puter Science Majors
San Francisco Bay Area Computer and Computerized
Telephone Equipmant Manufacturer seeks talented
Individuals Intsrested In:

/

M'

• C P U and I

r

.

Thurs. Nov. 8th
W
7:30 pm
Chumash Aud.
Presented by Cal Poly
Ski Club
$3.00 Advance and Student
$3.50 Showtime

• Teat Engineering

• Production Engineering
• Fie ld Engineering
ROLM Corporation, located m Santa Clara,
California, has grown 50 -1 0 0 % each year and
currently has 2800 employees. RO LM ’s Tele
communications Division in the leading Indepen
dent supplier of computerized PBX’s (CSX ) and
microprocessor controlled telephones . R O LM ’s
Mil Spec Computer Division offers a complete
line of rugged general purpose minicomputers
Included In R O LM ’s outstanding benefits
package Is a three month paid sabbatical after
six years (and every seven years thereafter).
Company paid tuition and time off for Graduate
Study at Stanford, and flexible working hours.

Drinks
Every Tuesday starting at 7
PM. Well drinks only. Price
goes up 10c every 15 minutes
til 9 PM. •
It's Tipsy Tuesday

Every Wednesday—
“Hypnotist”, Dr. James Downs

r
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Outdoors
Homemade crafts save money

If it’s findable but not affordable, fashion it yourself
DOUG HUCKINS

your plug is engulfed by a
hungry fish who has found
Deity Outdoor Witter
Choose your favorite an easy meal.
I could go on and on, and
outdoor setting:
...P re-daw n
grayness so could you.
How can all this be not
highlighting a flock of
pintails, teal, canvasback or only possible but also very
mallards whistling softly probable?
By making your own
over your head, circling for a
once-ovcr of your favorite outdoor equipment.
Decoys and plugs are
cove or pond and abruptly
descending with cupped easily fashioned from locally
wings, bent' necks and available m aterials. The
mottled feet reaching for the same goes for landing nets.
surface among a flock of Rod blanks can be purchased'
already feeding, preeninf at local tackle and sporting
goods stores, as can the
and sleeping brethren.
...H eavy lunges and components needed to turn
constant pulsing against your them into first-rate fishing
taut monofilament or fly line tools.
as you wade a High Sierra
As a married student and
stream for golden, brook or father, I find it just as hard
rainbow trout. A special time to stretch a dollar as other
for you because of the hard students. Probably even
work and time it took to get harder.
The only really costthere and the pleasure of
effective»method I've found
using quality tackle.
...Early morning mist for pursuing my favorite
slowly rising from the outdoor hobbies is to make
surface of one of our local as much of my equipment as
lakes: Santa M argarita, possible. Local retailers may
Nacimiento or San Antonio. shudder at the thought, but
Your bass plug has been cast you’ll more than likely be
alongside a frenzied school giving them business as you
of stripers or white bass buy needed materials.
No one can argue that
feeding furiously on schools
o f b a itfis h , p ro b a b ly making gifts for family or
threadfin shad. A few fast friends isn't the best course
cranks of the reel handle and to take, especially on a
BY

V o lk s w a g o n A P e u g e o t S p e c ia lis ts

Com plete Service A Repair
San Luis OImspo

Big on Equipment
low on know how?

student’s budget.
While a student I’ve made
four fishing rods, three fly
and oite spinning rod, and
refinished an old bamboo fly
rod Biven to me when I was
young. In each case 1 took
advantage of tackle sales at
nearby stores and have built
the rods for as little as $9 and
as much as $24. The $24 rod
was not on sale and was a gift
for my dad. A comparable
rod would’ve cost from $40
to $60 if store-bought. My
best deal was made on a
Browning Silaflex blank that
I bought at a clearance sale
for $6.
Similar bargains can be
found by browsing at garage
sales like » recent one at
which I bought three spin
ning rod blanks for 75 cents.
Landing nets can be made
out pf any hardwood you
choose and can be finished to
look and perform like
most expensive fifty-dollar
models. I found plans for
making one in an old issue of
FLY
F IS H E R M A N
Magazine that I had kept on
my bookshelf. 4-foot long
ash or redwood strips cut
into 1 /16-inch thicknesses
and soaked in hot water
easily take the form desired if
held against a plywood or
scrap-wood form overnight.
When they dry, glue the
strips with epoxy and attach
to a hardwood handle with
the same glue. Drilling holes
for net loops to be attached,
sanding and varnishing are
all th at’s necessary to
complete a net. My net bags
w ere p u rc h ased from
Hcrier's for less than $1.50
apiece.
Almost anyone can take
scraps of balsa, redwood,
cedar or pine and carve or
rasp a fishing lure. All that’s
required is attention to detail
while window shopping in
sporting goods departments.
Don’t be afraid to carry a
ruler or tape to measure lures

on the shelf. I write down
color combinations, length
and size of hooks for
reference later. All com
ponents can be purchased at
hardware, drug, department
or sporting goods stores.
Find split-rings for attaching
hooks to screw eyes, bronze
or silver treble hooks, epoxy
for gluing screw eyes into the
body and hobby paint and
clear lacquer for the finish

Some of the author’s homemade crafts

dorm would be haid to work
in, but the craft center or a
friend’s garage would be
ideal.
>
The most inexpensive
molded decoys cost at least
$25 per dozen and can easily
run two or three times that
amount for decent ones.
Home-constructed decoys
are usually made of wood or
cork, although cork of
suitable thickness is hard to
find locally. Lumber isVt.
O f the many bo^kf* |
consulted about decoy
co nstruction, the most
helpful were Decoys Sim
piified. Decoying Waterfowl
and Successful Waterfowling. all available at the
1campus library. 1 transferred
so m e
p a tte r n s onto
poster board, bought several
6-foot long, Ix8-inch cedar
planks and cut out patterns
with a jig-saw. Use any good
woodworking glue if the
are to be used for
display, and waterproof glue
if they’ll be working decoys
for hunting or photography.
Glue the sections together
overnight with homemade
wood clamps and carve away
with a wood rasp and coping
saw. I've used cedar and
redwood for heads and have
them both easily
workable.
Copy patterns found in
books or observe ducks on
local ponds, lakes or bays.
You'll have decoys that will
last for decades with renewed
painting in contrast with
ones you'll probably have to
several seasons of
hard use.
Constantly check outdoor
m agazines and library
shelves for publications that
contain how-to-do-it articles.
No one has to be an tirtist or
expert craftsman to make
of these items.1 Use
common sense, adhere to
your budget, read in
structions and you'll be on
your way.

Klamath salmon numbers down

We Have
Great Photo
S
Books

CAL POLY FACULTYSTAFF
Tax Sheltered Annuities
at Competitive Rates and
with Comparitive Data
Real Estate and Other
Limited Partnerships
investments
CALL: Everett M. Chandler
543-4366
Blakeslee and Blakeslee

_

coat. Even a dorm room
lends itself to construction of
these little plugs.
As with the other items,
the key here is the savings
you can realize, including the
initial outlay for materials,
construction of these lures
costs approximately 25 cents
when compared to store
prices of $1.50-$4.
My most recent attempt
has been duck decoys. A

Registered Securities through
Walt Becker and Assoc.

J Bookstore

SACRAMENTO (AP)—
King salmon spawning
m igrations are running
"considerably below nor
mal" in the Klamath River
system, says the California
Department of Fish and
Game.
The counts are taken
where the salmon swim into
hatcheries to lay eggs on the
upper Klamath River in
S iskiyou
C o u n ty ,
at
Lewiston in Trinity County,
and at the Shasta Racks
counting station where the
Shasta River empties into the
Klamath River northwest of
Yreka.

The recent report said that
through the third week of
October, the count was
running nearly 80 percent
behind last years tabulation,
and more than 50 percent
behind the average of the
previous five years.
It said spawning runs vary
from year to year, but such
factors as the 1976-1977
drought may be affecting this
year’s results.
Elsewhere on the salmon
scene, the department said it
released yearling king salmon
in a special program lauched
early this year to increase
salmon fisheries of the

NEED CREDIT? «"■>«» THE CREDIT GAME
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• T o o young to borrow?
• New in town/no references?
• Erase bod debt records
• Skip bills without ruining credit
• Receive loans within waeks of boginning this program
• Information on updated credit laws and legislation
• Y ou r rights under the Federal Credit Acts

"Tired of being without credit, or up to your neck in
'minimum payments'? With this book you will learn how
to make the $300 billion credit industry jump at your
command."
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Outdoors
Lopez trail offers beauty
BY DEBORAH TUCKER
D rily Staff Witter

Orawtag by M U STA N G DAILY

Loggers look to the future
BY BOB BERGER
D rily Staff W itt*

The Cal Poly Logging
Team is not just another
bunch of cut-ups.
Last April the combined
efforts of the mens team and
womens team was good
enough to place second in
competition at a national
conclave of forestry schools.
The two outstanding
competitors were Bill Krips,
a
28-year-old
Natural
Resources major, and Candy
Spencer, 22 who is also an
N.R.M. major. Krips, who
scored the highest cumulative
points in the mens division
earned the title of "The Bull
of the Woods” and Spencer,
who scored the highest
number of points in the
womens division was named
"The Belle of the Woods.”
Krips led the mens' team to
a first place finish. Spencer
and the womens team placed
third their First time in
competition.
Each team (mens and
womens) has five members.
Each individual chooses five
events out of seven in which
he or she wishes to compete.
The men choose from such
events as single and double
bucking (one or two persons
sawing a log), axe throwing

' (men throw S pound axes and
the women throw 3 poun
ders), birling (log rolling),
power bucking (no one
qualified for it), speed
chopping and obstacle pole
bucking. Obstacle bucking
consists of running up a
tapered log with a chain saw
and topping it.
The women do the same
events as the men with the
exception of obstacle pole
bucking and the horizontal
chopping. Everybody does
five events and axe throwing
is required.
The last national conclave
was at the University of
Montana at Missoula. This
year, however, no school has
offered to host the conclave.
Cal Poly has been asked to
host the meeting but ac
cording to the team advisor,
Dr. Walter Mark, Poly i$ an
unlikely place.
“ The conclave could cost
$5,000. You have to supply
the logs, housing, meals and
field trips," said Mark. "We
want to have the conclave
here but the club just doesn't
have the funds.”
The logging team doesn’t
receive any A.S.I. funding.
All money that the team uses
comes from fund raising
activities like stuffing en

...N o t a restaurant but
a dining experience!

OUR BILL OF FARE
INCLUDES:
Served Paily 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.

•Com plim entary • Prime R ib Cheese Fondue
Thurs. -Fri. -Sat.
•Salad Bar
‘ Banquet Facilities
•Fresh Seafood
‘ Steaks
•Early-bird dinner served 5:00-6:30
•10% discount w ith student I.D.

velopes and yard work. Said
Mark, "There’s a set fee of
$30 per entrant, but that
doesn’t even come close to
covering the costs.”
Right now logging team
members are working out on
their own. The team should
start practicing during winter
quarter in preparation for
the spring conclave.

Despite the presence of
poison oak, cold winter
weather and difficult access,
the Lopez Canyon Trail is an
enjoyable and fairly easy
hike, according to hikers who
have used the trail.
" It's really pretty along
the ro a d ,” said M att
Templeton, who hiked the
trail last weekend with a
group from Cal Poly’s
Escape Route.
"You get a nice view
overlooking San Luis,”
Templeton said. *' Lopez
Canyon is nice and green. It
is a beautiful trail.”
Templeton said that there
is a pleasant creek that runs
along the trail.
The only thing amiss about
the four-mile hiking trail,
Templeton said, is that some
members o f his group
thought that it was too long.
Employees of The Escape
Route say that the Lopez
Canyon Trail provides “ a
nice, gentle hike.” The trail,
is known for its wildflowers

and waterfalls, according to
Ray Bini of The Granite
Stairway Mountaineering
outdoor supply store.
There are limited camping
facilities along the trail. The
lower trail campground,
Sulfur Pot, has two tables
and stoves for public use.
The Upper Lopez site has one
table and one stove.
Water in the creek near the
campsites is drinkable but
should be boiled first, said
Bob Stone, trails and
wilderness assistant for the
U .S . D e p a r tm e n t o f
Forestry.
Access to the trail is
difficult, Stone said. The
easiest way to get to the trait
is to go east of Lopez Lake
near Arroyo Grande and
through Lopez Canyon. The
road ends about a mile away
from the Sulfur Pot cam
pground.
It is possible to reach the
upper end of the trail by
driving north on Highway
101, turning just beyond
Cuesta Grade. Visitors must
park their cars, jump a fence.

and walk 314 miles along a
dirt road until reaching the
trail head. It is then another
2 mile walk along the trail to
Lopez camp.
J Before hiking the trail it is
advised that persons get a
wilderness perm it. This
paper has information on
fire regulations in the area.
The permit is free and must
be carried with at least one
person in the hiking party.
The permit is valid from the
time a hiker enters the trail
until he leaves.
The permit may be ob
tained by going to the Arroyo
Grande Fire Station on Pozo
Road, or by calling the
station at 481-1280. In the
Santa Maria area, write to
the Santa Maria Fire Station,
1616 Carlotti Drive, Santa
Maria, California, or call
925-9538. Maps of the Lopez
Canyon area can also be
purchased at the Santa Maria
station for SOcents.
A seasonal problem with
hiking in the canyon is
poison oak, according to
Stone.

CAREER
OPPORTUNITY
IN
*ELECTRONICS

If you are graduating with a degree in Electrical
Engineering, W ILT R O N may have just the career
opportunity you are looking for.
We manufacture state-of-the-art microprocessor-based
electronic test instrumentation fo r the microwave and
telecommunications industries. Our proprietary pro
ducts have an international reputation for excellence
that has helped provide a history of steady growth.
You will enjoy challenging work in a modern facility
with an outstanding beneifit package that includes
Cash Profit Sharing and Flexible Work Hours.
\
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A W ILT R O N technical representative will be on cam
pus Friday, November 9, to conduct pre-employment
interviews. Contact your Placement Office today to
arrange a convenient time. .

ALSO:
Live Theatre Fri. & Sat.
1022 Morro St.
San Luis Obispo
544-3171

825 EAST M ID D L E F IE L D ROAD
M O U N T A IN VIE W , CA 94043
A N E Q U A L -O P P O R T U N IT Y E M P L O Y E R
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Newscope

Social Science

NRM dub
The Natural Resources
M anagement Club will
feature Leslie Lumbard who
will speak on Computer
Assisted Registration at their
, meeting today in Science BS
at 11 a.m. Discussion of a
trip to Baja over Christmas
vacation is also on the
agenda.

The Social Science Council
is looking for new members.
All social science or political
science m ajors are. en
couraged to attend the
weekly meeting of the
council in U.U. 219 at 3 p.m.
to d a y . F o r m ore in 
formation, call Richard
Papel at 544-5680.

Bake sale

Omega Psi Phi

A bake sale, sponsored by
Alpha Psi Omega will be held
today in the U.U. Plaza from
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Cookies,
c a k e s,
cu p cak es
and
brownies will be on sale.

Omega Psi PhirFraternity,
Inc. will hold a Founder’s
Day Party Nov. 17 at the
Discovery Motor Inn from 8
p.m. to 1:30 a.m. Donations
are $2.50 before II pm and
S3 after 11.

^Women’s Network

American marketing

Women’s week will be
discussed at a meeting o f Cal
Poly’s Women’s Network
from II a.m. to 1 p.m. today
in U.U. Room 220. The
group will brainstorm on
women’s programming ideas
and a report will be given on
the National Woman Center
Training project at UC Santa
Barbara.

The Cal Poly chapter of
the American Marketing
Association invites everyone
w ho is in te re ste d in
marketing and related fields
to attend meetings every
Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the
Business Administration and
Economics Building Room
205. The association features
speakers every other week.

Fantasy dance
L am da
C hi
A lp h a
fraternity is presenting a
dance with a fantasy theme
tonight at 9 p.m. at Station
51. Quests are invited to
come dressed as their most
outrageous fantasy. A prize
wil be awarded for the best
fantasy. Admission to the
dance is $2.50.

M ECHA
MECHA members will
discuss a Christmas fun
draiser and a Chicano
commencement committee at
a meeting today at 11 a.m. in
Fisher Science 287.

Design contest
The American Society of
Mechanical Engineers is
holding a design contest for a
new decal emblem to
represent the mechanical
Engineering Department.
The decal will eventually be
sold in the bookstore. Rules
and information concering
the contest can be picked up
in the M.E. Building on the
A.S.M.E. message board.
Prizes will be awarded for
top designs. All entries must
be submitted by 5 p.m. Nov.

WHd predator talk

A talk about predators
problems with moutain lions,
An open discussion on bobcats and coyotes in San
Abraham, a Man Of Faith Luis Obispo County will be
will be held tonight in U.U. given by Ron Thompson of
219 at 8 p.m. by the Hebrew the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
C h ris tia n
F ello w sh ip . Service at the Wildlife
Refreshments of punch, Society meeting tonight at
bagels and cream cheese will 7:30 in Science North Room
be available afterward.
2p 202. There is no charge
for the talk.

Fellowship

Travel center

Software Engineers
Your education is about to continue
with GTE in Phoenix.
Your formal schooling may be coming to an and, but now it’s time for a real
education-in the state-of-the-art environment of G T E ’s Autom atic Electric
Laboratories. W e’re currently staffing our new facility w ith Software
Engineers and Com puter Scientists who are eager to worfc at the forefront of
technology. If you have a degree in Com puter Science, Electrical
Engineering or a related discipline, investigate the fallowing career
opportunities:

SOFTW ARE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT:
ON REAL-TIME MICROPROCESSOR BASED
DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING SYSTEM.
Operating System Software

The University Union
Travel Center now has low
cost flight information to the
following destinations:
Am sterdam ,
Brussels,
D usseldorf,
F rankfurt,
London, Luxembourg, New
York, Asia, and the South
P a c ific .
In te rn a tio n a l
Student Identity Cards for
1980 are now available
through the center.

S L O Turtles
The ASI government
leaders will play football
against Cal Poly Pomona on
Saturday, Nov. 10 at 2 p.m.
The game wil be held on the
Cal Poly soccer field and
admission is free.

Sacramento

Forestry Society

Upper division students
A slide show and talk on
interested in the spring 1980 the disastrous wildfire in Big
S a c r a m e n to S e m e s te r Sur in 1976 will be followed
Program
should apply by a question and answer
through the political science period with Dick Zechentdepartment by Nov. 28. The mayer, planning officer at
program offers internships the Los Padres Natioanl
with legislators, executive Forest at the Forestry Honor
agencies and lobbyists. For Society meeting Tuesday,
more information or for Nov. 13 at 7 p.m. in Science
applications call 546-2987.
B5.

Turkey Trot
The
In tra m u ra ls
Department is sponsoring a
5000 meter Turkey Trot on
Sunday Nov. 18. The event is
open to all Cal Poly students.
Prizes are I turkey to each
first place winner in men and
womens division; ribbons
will be awarded to first four
places in each division. The
course is on campus. The
race starts in front of the Cal
Poly Business Building at 10
a.m. Nov. 18. Entry fee is 75
cents.

Judo Club
The Cal Poly Judo Club is
looking for experienced
competitors and beginners.
The group meets Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 7 to
9:30 p.m. in the Wrest'ing
room of the Main Gym. The
chib attends local, regional
and national tournaments.
Instruction is given at both
the beginning and advanced
levels.
.

Coffeehouse
An ev en in g o f e n 
tertainment with local talent
on hand is set Tor tonight’s
Coffeehouse. The happening
events in the Mustang
Lounge of the U.U. The
show starts at 8 p.m. and
admission is 50 cents.
Coffee, tea and cookies will
be on sale.

Outings
ASI Outings is sponsoring
two events for this three-day
weekend. An ice-climbing
trip is set for November 9
through 12 to Lee Vinyon
Canyon. A dayhike to
Salmon Creek near King City
will be held on Sunday Nov.
II. For more information,
contact the Escape Route in
the U.U.

Fee waivers
Full-time and permanent
part-time employees of Cal
Poly who plan to take classes
at Cal Poly in winter quarter
may be eligible for fee
waivers. Information and
applications are available in
the personnel office, Ad
ministration Room 110. The
deadline for applications is
Tuesday, Nov. 20.

International
A slide show presentation
of the universities in Europe,
Asia, the Mideast, South
America and the South
Pacific at which Cal Poly
Students can study will be
given today at II a.m. in
Chumash Auditorium. The
universities to be presented
are part of the overseas study
program at Cal Poly. There
is no charge for the show.

Responsible for task scheduling, input/output status control and message
handling software.

Call Processing & Adm inistrative Software
Involved in all areas of call processing application and the analysis and
initialisation of system software for traffic and switch network management
functions.

On-Line Recovery and Diagnostic Software
Design of common control recovery and diagnostic software and
development of system recovery and diagnostics of line and trunk facilities,
service And digital network complex.

Support Software
Involved in compiler, assembler and simulator development.

Data Base Software
Responsible for logical and physical data base
design and implementation related to
telecommunications systems.

Systems Control and Testing
Development
a n d e x e c u t i o n of
comprehensive test plans to evaluate the
performance of laige stored program
switching systems.

W ell Be On Campus
November 15

See your placem ent office for
details.
Research and
D evelopm ent
O r write to:
Manager of
Em ploym ent, Dept. C N P , G T E
Automatic Electric Labora
tories, 11226 N. 23rd Avenue.
Phoenix. Arizona 8 5 0 2 9 .____

_ _ _

^

E qual
Opportunity
Em ployer

\

Wine

Faculty—

From page 4

From page 1

wines to make, for example,
a Chenin Blanc.
“ We believe in taking 100
percent from the grape,”
Michael said.
When asked to compare
his wines to other wines,
Michael Hoffman said, “ We
have quality that is equal to
or better than that of the
Tours of HMR Vineyards Napa Valley. This is a great
are by appointment only. area for grapes.”
Visitors may request a tour at - H M R is open daily
the desk in the winetasting Monday throuth Friday from
room.
II a.m. to 7 p.m. and
The winery itself, which is S aturday, Sunday and
separate from the HMR holidays from 9 a.m. to 7
tasting room, is an im p.m.
The last winery on the
pressive natural
wood
building that fits in well with “ uAir” is the York Mountain
its environment.
Winery. York Mountain can
Hoffman Mountain Ranch be reached by going 9 miles
Vineyards is owned and west of Highway 101 or 12
operated by a family, ac miles east of Highway I on
cording to Susie Hoffman. York Mountain Road. The
The winery was started when winery is open daily from 10
a.m. until 5 p.m. and is
her husband took up
dosed
on major holidays.
winemaking as a hobby.
York
Mountain Winery
That interest in wines led to a
was
founded
in 1882 by Max
business which produces
Goldman
who
was an ex
from 35,000 to 40,000 cases
perienced winemaker.
of wine per year.
The tasting room offers
The H offm an family Vin Rose, Red, White,
harvests about 40 percent of Z infandel, C hardonnay,
their wine grape$ and about Pinot Noir, Merlot Rose and
60 percent is supplied by many others. These wines are
local grape growers, mostly all reasonably priced.
Edna Valley Vineyards of
York Mountain sells the
San Luis Obispo and Sauret majority of its wine to
Vineyards of Paso Robles. restaurants and wine shops.
The Hoffmans designate on It sells also through its
the label of each bottle which tasting room.
vineyard the grapes are from.
York Mountain Wintry
Hoffman Mountain Ranch has a rustic appearance. It is
Vineyards produces only a massive stone building that
pure varietal wines, ac has a large stone fireplace. It
cording to Michael Hoff is a warm and cozy at
man. This means that there is mosphere that makes wine
no blending of one or more tasting a pleasure.
Sauvignon and Roses. These
wines range in price from
$2.50 to $5.00 per bottle for
1978 vintage. Older wines,
when available, cost more.
For example, Chardonnay is
$8.50 per bottle and Pinot
Noir is $15.00 a bottle. These
wines are the specialty.

Dr. Malcolm Wilson,
associate dean of un
dergraduate and graduate
studies, said Cal Poly applied
for 9.96 positions but he is
“ not optimistic" that they
will all be granted. He said
other campuses, especially
the large urban ones, were
more affected by the initial
cutback and have larger
minority staffs and therefore
will get priority. Expanding
divisions and crowded classes
are the strong points in Cal
Poly’s request, Wilson said.

(AP) — When you’re
eating that sandwich, gelatin
and cola lunch you probably
don’t think much about food
additives, but chances are
you are eating a lot of them.
The bread has been for
tified with vitamins, there’s
coloring in the gelatin and if
you take away the coloring,
flavoring, sweeteners and
artificial carbonation from
the cola all you have is water.
Additives in food arc there
/o r a reason, either to make
it look or taste better, keep it
from spoiling or make it
more nutritious.
To help you understand
the purpose and use of
various additives, the Food
and Drug Administration has
prepared a fact sheet on
additives. “ Food Additives’’
is available without charge
from the Consumer In
formation Center, Dept.
685G, Pueblo, Colo., 81009.

I
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M cCarthy asks for investigation
SACRAMENTO < A P )- confirmation.
Asscmbly Speaker Leo ' The state Commission on
McCarthy said Wednesday Judicial Performance in
he wants to ask a legislative vestigated that subject this
committee to investigate year in unprecendented
actions of the state Supreme public hearings and reported
tfiis week that it had decided
Court.
Such a committee would against charging any justice
"go over every aspect of with misconduct.
what has occurred to see
The commission’s hearings
whkt we can d o ...to “ have impaired confidence
strengthen the role of the in the judicial system,”
judiciary,” the San Fran McCarthy, the state’s most
cisco
D em o crat
to ld powerful legislator, said at a
news conference.
reporters.
He said the subject of the
He said another possible
inquiry should include subject of hearings would be
allegations that sensitive the need to retain or change
cases, including a ruling on the
100-year-old
state
the “ use a gun, go to prison” constitutional provision that
law, were withheld last year says judges, to collect their
until after the election in salaries, must rule on all
which Chief Justice Rose cases within 90 days of their
Bird narrowly won voter submission

Newsline

Americans to negotiate in Iran

WASHINGTON (AP)—
Two American emissaries
headed toward Iran Wed
Kennedy joins presidential race nesday
to try to negotiate the
release of some 60 Americans
BOSTON
(AP)—Sen. leadership does not un
held hostage in the U.S.
E dw ard
M.., K ennedy derstand that we are willing,.
Embassy in Tehran, but there
declared Wednesday he will even anxious, to be on the
was doubt that Iranian
seek the presidency in 1980 march again?”
officials would speak to
because President Carter has
The most d r a m a t i c them.
failed to provide leadership m o m e n t o f t h e a n 
President
C arter
on
to a country that is “ willing, nouncement came when
Tuesday night sent Ramsey
even anxious, to be on the- Kennedy was asked whether
Clark, a former attorney
march again.”
his wife, Joan, who has lived general, and William Miller,
The last of the Kennedy in Boston apart from the
brothers and heir to a senator, would campaign for a staff member of a Senate
committee, to meet with
modern political dynasty him.
government leaders in
made his announcement in
Mrs. Kennedy, who has Tehran.
Boston’s historic Faneuil
But as Clark and Miller
been fighting alcoholism,
Hall, listing what he called
stepped forward and said, to undertook their mission,
stark failures of Carter
cheers and applause, “ I look A y a t o l l a h
Ruhollah
adm inistration
domestic
forward to campaigning for Khomeini, Iran’s religious
policies^__
him.” - ------- ,— - 4 ... ■ „ revolutionary leader, insisted
Then the Massachusetts
Democrat left on a sweeping
campaign trip taking him
from Maine to Oklahoma,
with stops in New Hamp
Suit filed against M C A Records shire,
Illinois, Tennessee,
Florida, South Carolina and
LOS ANGELES (AP)—A recruit, hire and keep blacks, Connecticut.
class-action suit accusing at the company.
Kennedy said that before
MCA
In c .
of
ra c e
He also complained that the last presidential election,
discrimination and civif MCA has failed to take ‘‘we were told t hat
rights violations has beer corrective action with regard Americans were honest,
filed by a black employee ol to these charges, which he loving, good, decent, and
first brought against the compassionate. Now, the
MCA Records Inc.
The U.S. District Court company last July 30 before people are blamed for every
suit by Bill Williams on the Equal Employment national ill and scolded as
behalf of himself and three Opportunities Comission
greedy, wastful and mired in
Named as co-defendants malaise.”
other unnamed plaintiffs is a
companion to a similar were MCA subsidiaries MCA
"Which is it?” he asked.
federal suit pending in Distribution Corp., MCA “ Did we change so much in
Records Inc. and MCA these three years? Or is it
Cleveland.
Williams alleges that MCA Television Ltd.
because our present
The suit seeks declaratory
discriminatd in hiring, job
classifications, transfers and ju d g m en t ag ain st the
promotions. He also says the company, along with an
hu g e
e n t e r t a i n m e n t injunction and an order that
conglomerate denies equal MCA pay all wages, pen
opportunities to blacks in the sions, Social Security,
areas o f w ages, jo b training opportunities and
assignments and expense other benefits in an amount
reimbursements and fails to to be determined in court.

that no Iranian official had
been authorized to negotiate
with them.
j
An Iranian government
broadcast, monitored " in
Kuwait, demanded that the
deposed Shah Mohammad
Raza Pahlavi, now in a New
York hospital for cancer
treatment, be returned for
trial as a war criminal before
any talks could be held.
It is the return of the shah
that is being demanded by
the students who seized the
U.S. Embassy and its staff
on Sunday. The students
have1 threatened to kill, the
American Hostages if the
United States makes any
military attempt to free
them.

1 /3 <*USA

Cable safe for nuclear plant
SAN ONOFRE (A P ISpliced cable in use at San
Onofre is no safety threat to
the nuclear generating
plants, a spokesman for the
owner utility said Wed
nesday.
A special review com
m itte e
of
S o u th e r n
California Edison Co. has
reviewed all the data and
come to that conclusion,
Dwight Nunn said.
The utility said earlier it
was surprised to find spliced
cable in use in Unit I and
being installed in the other
two generating units now
under construction. General
Electric, the manufactuer,
insisted the power cable had
passed safety tests.

T he com m ittee met
Tuesday and was told that
technical tests indicate “ the
spliced cable will pass all
tests and will have no impact
on operations of unit I or the
construction schedule of
units 2 and 3,” said Nunn,
who is manager of quality
assurance for Edison.
The cable is used in unit I
inside the containment area
to provide power to the
residual
heat
removal
pumps. There are alternative
ways of operating the heatremoval pumps which don't
rely on the cable, Nunn said.
There was no immediate
reaction to Nunn’s statement
from the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

FRESN O
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN JOSE
S A C R A M E N TO

209 233-7002
416-543-1610
408 286 8888
916-446 1330
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REVIEW

PIZZA, PASTA, GARLIC BREAD
AND
•
ALL THE SALAD YOU CAN EAT!

$ 100 off

ANY DAY
OF T H E W EEK

Wm

$3 off 1 large
pizza
$2 off 1 med.
pizza

TOPPINGS INCLUDE:
pepperoni, italian sausage, pork, beef, black olives,
green peppers, jalapeno peppers, mushrooms,
anchovies, etc.

5 :3 0 -8 :3 0

l
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C LA S S ES B E G IN JU N E 4

MONDAY
NIGHT
BUFFET

2138 Broad St. 541-3478

C^EdCiVE

Expires on 11-15-79

2138 Broad St. 541-3478

Thursday, Nov. 8; 1879’

MuttartgOally

Sports.
Cornerback Gallagher sees ‘wild’ future for Mustangs
BV DON FAUL

become a “ wild” thing with
more winning seasons and
continued fan support, says

Spaclal to Hw Daily

Mustang

football

could

one team member who wants
to contribute to that goal.
Defensive
cornerback
Ralph Gallagher things that
with a couple cham 
pionships,
Cal
Poly’s
football program coultj
expand
c o n sid e ra b ly .
Crediting the fans for en
couraging such growth,
Gallagher said, “ We love our

. cheirming
little gifts

Stereo. Radio & TV

CAMPUS
CAMERA

Designs in I4K gold and sterling silver.
From $3.00

t/ie G

C

o ld

DOW NTOW N SAN LUIS OBISPO

SONY HEADQUARTERS
7*4 Hlguera

o ncept
IN TH t NETWORK MALL

Downtown San Luis Obispo
____
Phone S43 3047

fans. When We’re playing ai
home we say, hey, we’re not
going to ' lose.
When
something good happens
they react...you can really
feel they're behind us."
It’s that enthusiastic
support that Gallagher
would like to incorporate to help expand Cal Poly’s
football program.
‘‘The k e y to doing
something in Cal Poly is to
get the students behind us,”
he explained.
With growing fan support
and
successful
teams,
Gallagher thinks a larger
stadium could also become a
reality,_______
With one more vear of
eligibility, Gallagher hopes
to help the Mustangs get to
the playoffs this year and
next.
“ I want to be a con
tributing factor to the ex
pansion of Cal Poly foot
ball," the social science
major said.
Gallagher readily admits
that he is the slowest of the

SPEED Y BURGER
(tax not included)

■

★
★
★

|Bean Burrito
i

Ejections
end polo"
team year
Daily Stall Wrltar

Homemade
Beet and Cheese
Enchiladas SB.7S

M E X I-L U N C H !
998 W IT H C O U P O N
|

four defensive backs, but his responsible for 19 in
coach, Jim Sanderson said terceptions this year, eight
that the cornerback does not short of a Cal Poly record
with two games left to play.
make foolish mistakes.
- Although injured for Cal The Mustangs, now 6-2, need
Poly’s loss last week to Puget to win their remaining games
Sound, Gallagher previously to enhance tjieir chances for
intercepted three passes for a playoff bettli.
The six fool, 170 pound
67 yards, all of which he
returned for touchdowns. cornerback played in Santa
One, however, was nullified Barbara's Channel league for
by a Mustang penalty. Dos Pueblos High School
Gallagher has also made 23 where he earned first team
all-league honors.
7
tackles for the season.
With two years of school
Describing himself as quiet
and shy, Gallagher gives left, Gallagher admitted.
credit to God for giving him “ I’m ama/ed I’ve come this
confidence on and off the far." Planning to improve
next season. Gallagher
field.
“ He’s my motivitating thoughtfully said, “ Fserv
factor. Whenever *1 do year yiSu get to know more
something good, it is Him and more of the total concept
who I thank,” Gallagher of the game..."
said.Playing with a lull
scholarship, Gallagher feels
that the team is somewhat
united by. Christianity.
“ When we need to, we get
drawn together," he said.
Gallagher is part of a
BY KAREN I.HIM.OW
defensive backfield that is

with onions, cheese, and sour cream

■

SBeef Ta c o
w ith o n io n s, to m a to e s, s o u r cre a m , a n d ch e e se

★

Special ipcludes
Homemade Soup de Jour
Chefs green salad, Cherry Tomato
Hot Flour Tortilla and butter
Choice of two
Spanish Ripe, Refried Beans
or Vegetable of the day
Dessert
Hot Fresh Apple Pie with
Ice Cream

One per person. Offer expiree 11-15-79
Speedy Burger/11 Sente Rote
O p e n S u n .-T h u s . 10 A M to M id n ig h t and
F ri.-S a t. 10 A M to 2 A M

.......... w—»n i
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T H IS F R ID A Y & S A T U R D A Y O N L Y
TE N N IS
B A S K E TB A L L
Fastrak High Top
Beg $27.95

SALE $22.95 |
Fred Perry Leather
Reg $32.95

SALE $26.951
Adidas Lady Smith
Reg $32,95

SALE $26.95

[

JO G G IN G

]

Saucony Dove
Brooks Vantage
Reg $22.95 SALE $14.95
Reg $29.95 SALE $26.95

R A C Q U E TB A LL
|Lotto Newport
Reg $24.95

SALE $19.95
Nike Lady Oceania
Nike Elite
Reg $19.95 SALE $16.95
Reg $33.95 SALE $26.95

Footjoy logger
Etonic Stabilizer
Reg $27.95 SALE $17.95
Reg $38.95 SALE $33.95
Brooks |ohn .Walker

Reg $29.95

SALE $24.95

New Balance 620

Reg $49.95 SALE $44.95]

|Head
Reg $24.95

SALE $19.95
|Adidas Abdul |abbar
Reg $37.95

SALE $33.95

San Lais Obispo’s Most Complete Athletic Footwear Store
Cmmr Hlpure A BreedSt. P—mt—m$.1.0. Meet 541-1540 Been 10-4 MU*.-Set, 10-9 Ihen.

The water polo team ended
its season with a loss in a
physical game against Fresno
Slate Saturday in the rain.
Fresno State out scored Cal
Poly 21-14, in a game that ,
had a total of 22 ejections.
Sophomore Bill Cadwallader was the high scorer
for the Mustangs with 7
goals. Cadwallader also lead
the team in lotal goals for the
season wiih 32. Senior Skip
Neville score
scor 4 goals in his
last collegiate game. Mike
Peterseim scored twice and
Steve Farrell once to finish
the scoring and the season
lor the Mustangs. Coach Jim
Love’s team ended with 3-10
record.
Junior Mike Peterseim was
one of the three Poly players
to be kicked out of the game.
Peterseim was not allowed to
continue playing when a
fight broke out with a Fresno
player in the fourth quarter.
According to Peterseim the
game, the weather and the
referees were contributing
faciors to the amount of
ejections.
" There is always an under
line rivalry when we play
Fresno. But the main rdtXon
why there were so many
ejections is because of the
referee. Only one worked the
game, and he can't see
everything that goes on. But
he will see something and call
it an ejection,” Peterseim
said.
Peterseim said that Cal
Poly does not have enough
money to pay for good
refering. He said that when a
team is used to playing for
two refs, it can hurt when
I* only one is doing the job.
Peterseim said in his
situation he had only one
ejection on him before he
was called for a major
ejection. In water polo after
the third ejection a player is
out for the rest of the game.
Peterseim said that a Fresno
player was holding him by
the neck, and it wasn’t being
seen by the referee, so
Peterseim swung at his
opponent. Peterseim was
kicked out while the Fresno
player was able to continue
playing.
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Runners highly favored to repeat championship on foot
BY GREGOR ROBIN
o«Ny apart* w m *

Seven runners representing
Cal Poly in the NCAA
Division II National cross
country meet have a chance
to make cross country
history Saturday at UC
Riverside.
If the team scores 32
points or less it will set a
record for the least amount
of points ever scored in a
division II national meet.
Coach Steve Miller sees this
as one of the stimulating
factors the team needs to win
the crown, but it is not his

top priority.

r

‘‘Our first objective is to
win the national cham
pionship,” he said. “ I don’t
care if we score 75 points,
winning is the whole thing.
Our second goal is to get the
all time low scoring total. 33
points were scored by
Eastern Illinois in 1961.
Right now we have the third
lowest of all time.”
Eastern Illinois will be
back to challenge Cal Poly
this, ytar and coach Miller
sees t he ir , team and
Sacramento State as the
teams to beat in the meet.
“ Barring us beating
ourselves, we should be able

to win,” the cross country
and track Coach of the Year
said. “ By beating ourselves,
I mean injuries, illnesses, or
poor races by several of our
individuals.
“ All we have to do to win
is do what we’ve been doing
all year long-run a con
sistent race. The key to our
team’s success is our number
four, five and six men.
They’ve got to run well.
“ Our emphasis is to key on
our fourth through sixth men
staying d6se to the leader.
We feel confident, but yet
we’re cautious.”
The course at UC

-Mustang Corral

Cal Paly wTisdati will
tangle among themselves
tonight in the Main Qym at
eight p.m. In the annual
Green vs Gold match. Coach
Vaughan Hitchcock will put
the top two wrestlers in each
of the 10 weight classes
against each other. The
winner of each match will
represent Cal Poly on the
starting varsity team.
Mastaag foothaB remains
la the top ten in the NCAA

division II poll with a
number 7 ranking. Five of
the top ten division II schools
suffered defeats last weekend
so the Mustang loss to Puget
Sound did not have the sting
it could have had.
Lewis Jackson played a
series of downs in the Puget
Sound game and he said he is
healthy and ready to go in the
home final against Cal Poly
Pomona Saturday night. He
will play his usual tailback

position and Paul Dickens
will move back to fullback.
Poly Grove wfli be the
sight of the pregame football
barbecue Satuday from five
until six p.m. The booster
dub is sponsoring it and it
will serve as a warm-up to the
football game and also a
‘welcome home’ to the Cal
Poly cross country team
from what is hopefully an
NCAA Division II crown.

Riverside is all dirt and pretty
flat, but coach Miller said it
doesn’t make a difference to
him what course they run on.
“ We have greet hill
runners and great track
runners,” he said. " I think
this will be a great op
portunity to watch a national
cham pionship.
National
championships don’t come to
California that often because
the state isn’t centrally
located.”
The meet will be held o ff
of Highway 60, kity-corner
to UC Riverside on Canyon
Crest
Road
at the
Agricultural Experimental
Land sight. It will be the last
division II meet in cross
country for Jim Schankd,
Danny Aldridge, Eric Huff,
and Manny Bautista, Cal
Poly’s top four runners.
Miller is excited about the
meet and when he gets there
be said he wiU be ecstatic.
“To be repeat national
-i •'
■

champions is an exciting
prospect, and when you walk
out there and see all the

colors of all Che teams there
to compete . . . it just has to
be witnessed.”
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It's not a
meal ticket
alternative
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CO PT BOOM
C O M R t I T I C O R V tN B S « » V * C «
7 7 BA ROOT MILS • i v o
Saw

Luis Osisso CA 93AOt
<8051 544-MSS
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Moped*
and

Drunk Raider busted
STOCKTON, Calif. AP—
John Matuszak, the Oakland
Raiders’ high defensive
lineman, was arrested here
on drunken driving charges,
according to the California
Highway Patrol.
CHP o ff ic e rs said
Matuszak was arrested late
Tuesday on an off-ramp of
state Highway 99. They said
he failed two breath tests,
registering .14 and .16
percent alcohol in his blood.
State law classifies a .10
reading as being legally
drunk.
Matuszak, 6-foot-8, 273
pounds, spent about two
hours in the San Joaquin
County jail Until S250 bail
was posted by a local bail
bond agency, the CHP said.
He is scheduled to appear
in Stockton Municipal Court
on Nov. 19, the day after the
Raiders’ next home game

with Kansas City.
Matuszak had been in
S t o c k t o n , along with
teammates Mickey Marvin
and Clarence Hawkins, for a
Raiders Boosters night at the
local Italian Athletic Club.
“ He was pretty wet,” said
club president Vince Tafuri
of Matuszak’s condition
when he left the gathering.
Tafuri said he tried to have
one of the other players
drive, “ but you don’t tell
Matuszak anything.”
Arresting officers Ken
Frye and Bill Felix said that
they first say Matuszak’s car
stopped at the crossing
between Highway 99 and
Highway 88. They asked him
if he needed help, but he said
he did not and drove off.
The officers said they saw
the car weaving down the
road and then come to a stop
in the middle of an off-ramp. „
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$10.00 Off a $45.00 Perml
By Kathy Radis
Includes haircut and style
Good through Novombor and
Doeombor 1979
Call for an appointment now:

Audrey Leighs x
f
1435 Monterey Street
543-2755
. . . . Coupon . . . . . . .

SOFT
CONTACT
LENSES

$149

We can fill contact lane preacripdona from your doctor.
L*< our contact Ian* aapart* tit you with aoft. wondsrtul contact
lansos Many peopt. laava with thair lansas tha U m a day.
W at thare aver a bettar lima to start anioytng soft contact lanaaaT

1 0 % discoun t
upon presentation
of I.D.

Trust us, w e care.
ThaOptkal Departmmt
at Soars*

Sears
akars. k o h u t k

AND t o

* A Service of W eetem States O ptical. Inc.

Catering for special events

Registered Dispensing Opticians

111 H » iir » S«. i t J l O w n S l
*44.4*44

A.

144-4*1*

T-SHIRTS
FREE

$2 worth of letters
with shirt purchase
(Offer expires Dec. 1)

FREE

856 Hlguera, S L O , C A 541-1806
(Form erly the T-Sh irt Clinic)
670 Cypress, Pismo Beach, C A 773-5844

BM M M M CO U PO N M M M H

CLASSIFIED
Announcements
LIVE MUSIC A T TH E DARK
ROOM I wed-amateur nils, sat jazz nils.
(11-27)
FAM ILY FUN FAIR
Electronic games a pinbatis
open from noon 7 days-wesk
Next to Campus Donuts.
(TF)
C A S H OR CREDIT
FOR LPs OR TAR ES A T
A B O O S O O NEAR YOU YOU
(TF)
VISIT A BOO BOO
NEAR YOU YOU.
(TF)

Furniture: wooden desk <25,
wooden dresser S2S, 2 chairs $5
sa. Call Carol 5*4 1986
(11-9)
78 KZ 4QQ MUST SELU
Rebuilt angina, many extras.
Call Brian at 544-0444 <800

_______ „

(11-20)

Services
TYPING
IBM Correcting Selectrtc U. Cell
Madolyn eves 543-4486
(TF )
UU TR A V E L C E N TE R
Coma see your student travel
couneelore and book early for
the beet raise. Remember
"H e wtto heeitatee ..
Pay* moral”
Open Tuee-Frl 10-2.548-1127.

Oarage Sale Set. Nov. 10, 9-4
New shotgun, sports and
camping equip. Paperbacks,
________________________ (124)
records, 25 cent clothes 1730
TYPING 528-2382
Portoia SLO
________________________ (11-9) IBM Correcting 8e!ectrtc II. Cell
Marlene after 4:30,_________ (TF)

3-man basketball tourney spon.
by Intramural Dept. Sun. Nov. 18
Sign up In PE 104. Deadline
Nov. 18 No feel

PROFESSIO N AL TYPING
Sam's Office Service
1150 Los Oaoe Valley Rd.
(TF )
(11-18) ___________ 5444200
SUPER SEC R ETA R Y
Professional Typing
543-6213
Reserve Tim s now!
Must sell 2 Mustang contracts. _________________________ (11-26)
Girls only. Winter 8 Spring qtrs. IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Cell 541-4763_____________ (11-9) Send <1.00 for your 306-page
Must sell one Mustang contract catalog of coi leglata research.
for Winter and Spring. Female 10,280 topics Hated Box 26097
Q Loe Angeles, C A 90026 (213)
only Cell 5414094.
(TF )
_________________________ (11-15) 477-6226.

Housing

Typing -report*. s.P, Masters
E T C proofed and correct
spelling <1 per page. Cell
‘68 M ERCURY 4-door, pwr. seat, Connie 648-7802
(12-5)
windows, strg, brks. Air oond.
Reel nice, <850 544-4478
(IM S ) Have a basket party! Free
basket to bos tees. 528-2634
__________________________ (114)

Automotive

For SalB

The Ski 19SCM Salomon S65E
Proform
B indings <226.00
Haaon Citation Boots 2-1/2
$180.00 Call Dave 6484637
__________
^
(11-14)
79 Honda Cxpreee Moped In
cludes Basket, Helmet. Just 600
Miles, Cell 541-0400
(114)

Lott A Found
cound: Gold watch, visitor's
pkg. lot by Admin, bldg. Owner
sail to Identify 544-2891.
Lock found on library lawn.
Identity at Journalism ottlos.
• “
(11-18)

tM*»r**/ip»*ir«i*rt(* *e#e*

i

Skates
<Pismo 0n,V)
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COORS asks the question:

What if our first explorers and
pioneers had been subjected to an
earlier version of today’s sensational
weekly tabloids? Imagine the effect on
history if would-be settlers back east
had been treated to headlines like these:
“Killer Moths Savage Sheep Ranch.”
“ See it All! Intimate Sketches of Reckless
Abandon in Dodge C ity ”
Psychic with C uster’s Army Predicts Fame
for All at Little Big H o rn !”

Reputatiqns would live and die on the front
page every week:
“ I Kissed a Man with Wooden Teeth.” Martha Washington
“General Sherman: Pyromaniac or Poor Sport?”
“ Sitting Bull says, ‘N o More Mr. Nice Guy*.”

‘5 0 0 Conestoga Wagons Recalled by Factory.”
“The Shocking Story of Why They Call
Roy Bean the Hanging Judge.”

W ith reporting like that, there might
have been no gold rush. No home
steaders. No civilization west of the
Rockies. No Coors Beer. After all, it
took a lot of dedication for Adolph
Coors to locate up in the Colorado
high country just to build the future of
his product on pure spring water and
mountain-grown barley. Or, as one of
those papers might have put it:
“Man Climbs 5 ,0 0 0 Feet for a Beer.”

What’s so bad about
splinters?

I see you wearing an
arrow shirt.

Taste the
High Country.
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